Incorporate Heinzen’s state-of-the-art Open Flume Wash System into your line today! Quickly washes and cools product.

**FEATURES**

**Open Flume Wash System**
- Innovative Channelized™ Stainless Steel Construction
- Modular Infeed Section Designed to gently receive product into the flume
- 90° or 180° Sweep Elbows as required (Sand trap with discharge drain)
- Overflow weir discharge to evenly spread product over dewatering conveyor
- Complete system or components for your wash circuit
- Optional Covers

**Laminar Flow Infeed**
- Designed to Interface to Existing High Speed Cutters and High Volume Infeed
- High capacity, non-plugging, easily integrated into existing system
- Uniquely designed “Thin Film Sheeting Action” gently transfers product into Open Flume System

**HR-Zone Wash**
- Revolutionary Hydro-Rotational Wash Action with Consistent Submersion
- Modular Design Easily Integrated into Existing Open Flume System
- Guaranteed to Fully Submerge and Wash your toughest products, from Shred Cuts to Spring Mix
- Open Flume System Available in 16”, 20”, & 30” Standard Widths
- 2,000 to 20,000lbs. per hour capacity

**PRODUCT APPLICATIONS**
- Fresh-Cut Leafy Greens
- Tender leaf Products
- Cut Vegetable Products